
GET SDIS incorporates streamlined processes with several mechanisms for integration, 
supporting data exchange with third-party systems and databases, in addition to 
importing, validating and extracting information from government-issued documents. 
Furthermore, GET SDIS offers an advanced platform for biometric enrollment and 
verification, with various tools for the analysis, enhancement and processing of biometric 
data. The solution is available in two main modules: SDIS, the front-end system, and 
SDMS, the back-end system.
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GET SDIS is a comprehensive solution for the 
issuance of secure documents. Through the 
solution’s user-friendly interface, governments can 
manage and control all aspects of the document 
issuance cycle, starting with registration requests 
and ending with document delivery. The solution is 
web-enabled and boasts customizable workflows 
that fit various issuance requirements.



KEY FEATURES
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Simple Management
Governments can customize their workflows and define their preferences for a single-window 
interface that facilitates instant secured document issuance. Additionally, governments can follow the 
progress of each issuance with highly indicative status updates (blank, chip encoded, personalized, 
issued, dispatched or delivered).

Advanced Biometrics 
GET SDIS is equipped with an Identity Management platform for the capture, enhancement and 
validation of biometric data, thus reducing the cost and complexity of biometrics support.

Multi-Layer Security Features
The solution offers various tools to ensure the security and privacy of the critical process of secured 
document issuance. These tools include accurately defined access rights and privileges, enforcement 
of user actions, repeated record verification, system logging, statistical and analytical reports, and
transaction audit.

Customized Workflow 
Governments can design the production workflow, dashboards and reporting tools. Additionally, 
integration with third-party systems such as civil registration systems. 

Highly Scalable
GET SDIS is a thoroughly scalable solution built with modularity in mind, with the back-end module 
SDMS used to design the front-end module, thus ensuring the system is tailored to the government’s 
requirements.

Compliance
GET SDIS is fully compliant with international security and quality standards, namely ISO 27001,
ICAO Doc. 9303 and CMMI Level 5.



1. Registration
Capturing personal and biometric data
Identifying document and service type
Portrait enhancement options
ICAO-compliance check is carried out on the 
photograph and fingerprint
Supporting documents are scanned and attached

3. Audit
Applicant data validation
Watchlist validation
Duplicate check
Biometric check with external ABIS system

2. Payment
At this step, citizens pay the issuance fees 
through different payment channels

4. Print Authorization
When secure document issuance operations are 
centralized, GET SDIS supports an additional level 
of verification for the data and records obtained at 
remote registration stations. This data will be 
verified again at the central issuance site prior to 
printing. This step includes AFIS integration

6. Quality Check
The secure document and chip data are verified against 
the database. This is a fully customizable process that 
can be performed in integration with third-party systems.
The quality check covers:

Visual verification
Physical verification
PDF-417 verification

Job distribution and queuing using GET Spooler application
Supports single and batch print modes
PKI integration
Data preparation:

Layout data provisioning 
MRZ generation 
LDS generation 
Document signing 
Chip encoding 
Data printing

5. Personalization

SDMS

8. Delivery
Secure documents are handed to citizens subject to 
successful fingerprint verification

7. Dispatch
Available only in the cases of centralized issuance where 
the secure documents must be dispatched to a 
designated remote enrollment site. 
Book sorting and packing options

Issuance Life Cycle
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SDMS – The Back-End System

An integral part of GET SDIS, the back-end system (SDMS) supports the configuration, customization, 
scalability and integration of GET SDIS, tailoring the front-end system according to government requirements.
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